


Penpective 

FROM THE DESK OF: 

Roger Smith 
President & CEO 

American Income Life 

Now is the Time 
1 want to share a couple of stories with you that I read recently. 
Keep in mind these have nothing to do with insurance, but there 
is alwı ife lesson that may spill over into how you are 
handling your career and your business. 

“Не dreamed of a cockeyed invention that caused investors, 
metal engineers, and experts at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology to snicker, 
No way could a razor he made sharp enough to provide a 
clean shave, and yet, be cheap enough to throw away when 
it was dull, 
He talked some of his friends into trying his revolutionary 
new product and received mixed results. 
While some of them reported it gave them a great shave, 
others preferred their old, straight razors. 
He labored for four years to produce the fist disposuble 
razor and another six years to market it 
‘The experts felt they made the right prediction when only 
51 blades sold the first year. 
But 90,844 were purchased in the second year, and King 
Gillette's risk-taking innovation was on its way to 
revolutionizing shaving.” 

Make sure you shave everyday before you go into the field is not 
the point I want to make, However, this story shares with us the 
idea that always improving can set a foundation on which better 
things may be built. In other words, all it takes is one 
idea to break the mold and set the standard for others to follow. 

inovative 

1 firmly believe American Income and National Income have 
broken the mold, setting the standard for others to follow, and I 

believe we have done this by challenging ourselves when it comes 
to our goals. 

Each one us can be innovative in our business from the systems 
we utilize to the training techniques we share, The point is to 
just improve upon the foundations we have in place, continuously 
making our business, and ourselves, better. 

Now is the time to get creative in bringing our quantity and 
quality together. We need to use our minds, our intuition, and 
Our resources to make our goals a reality. 

"By the time he was six years old he was already skating with 
10-year-olds. At 11, he scored 378 goals in 69 games. 
Many fans showed up at his childhood games with 
stopwatches to sce how long he would hold the puck. 
Despite being selected Rookie of the Year with the World 
Hockey Association, scouts in the National Hockey League 
still had doubts. 
“Too small, too slow some scouts wrote in their reports. 
In fact, because he was only 511" and 170 pounds, most 
scouts predicted he wouldnt survive hockey’s rough play. 
"They were all proved wrong in dramatic fashion, with 
Wayne Gretzky establishing more than 60 National Hockey 
League records, including single season records for most 
points, goals, and assists,” 

in, the point of this story is not to convince you to jump ship 
and sign up for the National Hockey League. The point i 
though it may seem at times others are critical and things just 
dont seem to be coming together, we just need to remind 
‘ourselves we need to work harder and take advantage of the 
talents we know we have. In fact, 1 know — without a second 

thought = that this is the most talented Agency Force this 
Company has ever seen. What more proof do you need than the 
fact we had a 100 percent turn-around in four short years. 

Each and every one of you are in sales for a reason, Many say 
that anyone can sell, but that may not be the case. It takes talent 
to sell the products and services we offer, and that is a talent not 
many have. 

Now is the time to bring your creativity and your talent together 
and work to achieve the goals I know you can achieve. 

Come Together! 

2 ей september 2009 Ш. came Teether 

Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2004 
All business and PR credits must be in the Home 
Office to count for October production. 

Wednesday, Nov. 24, 2004 
All business and PR credits must be in the Home 

Office to count for November production, 

‘Thursday, Nov, 25 - Friday, Nov, 26, 2004 
“The Home Office will be closed for the 
"Thanksgi 

‘This month AIL and NILICO paid a total 

of $847,619.94 in bonuses. For more 

holiday. 

information on the monthly bonuses, turn to 

Page 15. 

Effective Jan. 1, 2004, to be eligible for 

bonuses and featured in Spotlight, top 

Producers must meet the required Retention 

rate or the minimum Net to Gross. Net to 

Gross is only used during the Producer's first 

ight months. 

Retention: 67.0% 

Net to Gross: 78% 

Г 
Victor Quimson, a General Agent with the 
Jatofi-Foti Agency, achieved $100,000 of 13- 
month in force premium. 

Michael Snow, a Supervising Agent with the 
Rick Altig Agency, achieved $100,000 of 13- 
month in force premium. 

ee 

"The asterisks, shown throughout the magazine, indicate that place will be a year-to-date 
award winner. The Producers, who will be recognized at the Cancun Awards Presentation, 
are as follows: the top SGA from each category, the top two PR Managers and the top two 
PR Representatives from each category, the top five MGAs, the top five GAs, the top SA, 
and the top ten Individual Producers. Check your production! If there is an asterisk by your 
position, you could be on your way to The Fiesta Americana in Cancun! The convention willbe 
‘eld June 26-29, 2005. 

The Reinstatement 20-Day Notice has been improved! We were asked to add additional 
information, and you will now be able to tell if the reinstatement was received direct from 
the policyholder as opposed to coming from your offic, 
As a reminder, the 20-Day Notice is a notice which needs immediate attention as it means 
Home Office is holding premium awaiting an outstanding requirement from either your 
office or the insured. The 20-Day Notice is transmitted to you when a reinstatement has 
been pending for 20 days. Some of these notices result from reinstatements transmitted to. 
us from your office, but the majority are a result of the individual contacting Home Office 
regarding reinstatement of their coverage. Ifthe reinstatement was sent in by the 
policyholder and there are outstanding requirements, we will include (PH) after the list of 
requirements. 

When you receive a 20-Day Notice, it requires immediate contact with the individual. The 
reinstatement funds will then be held an additional 15 days. If the outstanding requirements 
are not received, the money received will be refunded to the individual. АП notices 
transmitted to the Agency require immediate attention, but the 20-Day Notice is of utmost 
importance as we cannot indefinitely hold premium without making a decision on the 
reinstatement request, Please note, the 20-Day Notice is not transmitted if all of the 
requirements have been received and the reinstatement is being evaluated by Underwriting, 

E 
For an Agent, an insurance license is required. If the license is not current, the Agent cannot 
orite business, In addition, everyone in the hierarchy must be properly licensed, On an all too 
regular basis, we receive business and find that someone in the bierarchy has failed to provide us 
swith current license and/or continuing education verification, 
We also have problems when an Agent changes something about his license and fails to 
notify us. As an example, assume an Agent is licensed as a resident in state A and has a 
reciprocal non-resident license in state B. The Agent then decides to move to state C, and 
gets a resident license there. In order to do so, the Agent must cancel the resident license in 
state A and obtain a letter of clearance. ‘The problem arises when the Agent cancels their 
resident license in state A thus making their non-resident license in state B automatically 
invalid. The Agent assumes = incorrectly = they can continue to write in state В (as a non- 
resident) while they wait to get a license in state C. Therefore, they continue to write 
business in state B which we accept ~ unaware they no longer have any license, When they 
finally notify us of the change in resident license to state C, we find we have a real issue in 

that business has been received when there was not a valid license. 
Agents at all levels must provide us with a copy of a current license (or continuing education 
verification, if required) and must make us aware any time something is done that could 
change the status of the current license (like changing resident states). We can not put 
business on the books unless, or until, we have verification everyone in the hierarchy has a 
current license. 
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Та May of this year, the Home Office 
forwarded a new version of the application to 
those of you who have the Senior 10 products 
available to sell and where the new version had 

been approved, Also, any supply orders after 
May 6,2004 were filled using the new version, 
where applicable, The new application has 
revised underwriting questions and should be 

ме approved the used, in those states thi 
new version, instead of the old one, 

Effective with applications dated after Sept. 13, 
2004, we will no longer accept the old version of 
the Senior 10 application for those states where 
the new version is approved. Please make 
certain you are using the correct application. Lf 
you haven't already, you should destroy your 
supply of old applications and immediately begin 
using the new version, 
For those of you who still must use the old 
version, we are continuing to pursue state 
approval for the new applications and 
Actuarial will notify you as soon as approval is 
received, Should you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact the Home Office, 

We have historically charge 
premium for groups submitted where only 
senior or retiree members are covered, Based 
‘on our experience, effective immediately the 
premium cost for this coverage will be the 
same as all other ADECD group types. We 
will no longer limit the coverage amount to 
$1,000 on the member if provided by the 
SGA, rather you can offer the same coverage 
as you would any other group. 

More News 

As most of you know, the Home Office has been 
involved in a project to reduce the paper we handle on a 
daily basis through the implementation of a Document 
‘Management System (DMS). Since June 2003, all New 
Business submitted to the Home has been scanned and 
is viewable on-line to the various departments within 
the building, This new system has brought with it 
‘numerous advantages for our phone teams, 
underwriters, re-issue staff, and others but there are 
some issues we need to consider as well, 
When we receive applications and other documents that 
have been highlighted, it creates a problem when the 
documents are scanned for viewing. The highlighted 
information shows as blacked-out areas on the scanned 

image and, therefore, is indistinguishable when viewed 
on-line. Please do not highlight the documents sent to the 
Home Office, but instead underline or circle the item you 
want to bring to our attention so it is visible when the 

business is examined by our staff. Not highlighting the 
documents should reduce the number of questions we 
have and allow business to be processed much faster. 

g you ES your E е report each week, questions 
pop up. The number one question we get is, “Why?” 
We recognize how frustrating it can be and want to 
help! With just a little information, we can help you 
understand and, in some circumstances, correct what is 
needed to get you rolling again. 
‘Therefore, we have improved the comments/notes 
information in CAS. You have probably already noticed 
extra information in this section. 

Just remember, the length of the comments field is 
limited, and because of that, we use many abbreviated. 
words you need to know. 

If you need help with this, contact your Agency or 
CAS Help. 

Founder's Club Outstanding PR Representatives 
August 

Times Number of 
PR Rep SGA Qualified Carás/Groups. 
Leo VanDenBussche| Pick Altig 2 11,806 Cards. 
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Individual Producers 

Q Concord, CA 

A Rochester, NY 

August Production 

- Allan Gilbert 
. Victor Quimson 
. Scott Primm 
. Timothy Cruise 

, - Pablo Pirela 
. Anthony Mele 
. Daniel Potilechio 
Lance Brown 

. Corey Neff 
|. Alex Bluhm 
Carlton Lear 

. Robert Ulreich 

. Marlon Underwood 
Ruben Soberanes 

5. Pawan Sharma 
Mary Ann Gaelic 
Max Quasem 

+ Eli McKenzie. 
Matthew Wolfanger 

20. Ovidiu Cuz 

Scott Primm 
Salt Lake City, UT 

Woodridge, IL. 

1. Timothy Cruise 
2. Carla Miller 
3. Marlon Underwood 
4. Max Quasem 
5. Allan Gilbert 
6. Daniel Potilechio 
7. Matthew Hogan 
8. Ruben Soberanes 
9. Arkadi Nulman 

* 10. Nadia King 
11. Victor Quimson 
12. Robert Ulreich 
13. Pablo Pirela 
14. Anthony Mele 
15. Lance Brown 
16. Mary Ann Gaelic 
17. Scott Keeney 
18. Michael Czopek 
19. Alex Bluhm 
20. Scott Remmey 

Billings, MT 2 Concord, CA 

quilt september 2005 WL Come Together 

$32,794 
29,235 
28,076 
27,778 
27,269 
20,495 
19,672 
19,073 
18,580 
16,346 
16,225 
16,211 
16,193 
16112 
15,793 
15,148 
15,144 
15,142 
15,053 
14,870 

$151,576 
136,218 
121,920 
105,997 
105,889 
105,754 
104,714 
103,129 
102,071 
99,327 
98,913 
98,745 
97,193 
96,984 
96,927 
96,664 
94,927 
93,912 
92,157 
91,207 

Individual Producers 

АШ Time Record to Beat 

| Month: $51,235 Net ALP Marlon Underwood 

Denise Gilbert 
Steve Foti 
Dustin Miller 
Steven Jakubezak 
Denise Gilbert 
Jim Bianchi 
David Wang 

Bob Olson 
Jatofi-Fot 
Altig-Orlo 
Bob Olson 
Bob Olson 
Durhon Oldham. 
Bob Olson 
Steve Hartman 
Rick Altig 
Jatoft-Foti 
Bob Olson 
Juoft-Fe 
Bob Olson 
Jatoft-Foti 
Steve Friedlander 
Steve Friedlander 
David Cohen 
Williams Williams 
Durhon Oldham 
Williums-Williams. 

T Percentage of Netto Gross 

Dustin Raaum 
Roger Johnson 
David Wang 
Roger Johnson 
Marlon Underwood 
Doreen Ryan-Foti 
Lawrence Hauck 
Lawrence Hauck 

Ik Graham 
MeKenzie 

Matthew Wolfanger 
Andrew Fike 

All Time Record to Beat 

YTD: $277,779 Net ALP Marlon Underwood 

Bob Olson 
John Akers 
Bob Olson 
David Cohen 
Bob Окоп 
Bob Olson 
Durhon Oldham 
Jatoft-Foti 
David Cohen 
Altig- Orlovie 
Jatoft 
Jatofi-Fori 
Bob Olson. 
Durhon Oldham 
Steve Hartman 
Steve Friedlander 
Durhon Oldham 
Eric Gi 
Jatofi-Foti 
Eric Giglione 

Steven Jakubczak 
Carla Miller 
Marlon Underwood 
Erik Graham 
Denise Gilbert 
David Wang 
Frederick Hadi 
Doreen Ryan-F. 
Kathy Mann 
Nadia King 
Steve Foti 
Roger Johnson 
Denise Gilbert 
Jim Bianchi 

Lawrence Hauck 
Frederick Hadayia 
David Hausman 
Roger Johnson 
Jeff Dinocento 

T Percentage of Net to Gross 
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Company Anniversaries 

Happy "a nee 
"Thanks for all you do. Congratulations! ‚ Dedicated to Providing “Raving Fans” Customer Service 

July 2, 2004, was a day like no other at the Home Office! Our administrative vision is to provide “Ravings Fans 
30 Years of Service 5 Years of Service 1 Year of Service ice Cont. — , Customer Service” to all of our customers in the most cost effective and efficient manner possible, On this day the 
Don Wold Narinder Dhillon. Paul Allonce Eddy Metidicri entire Home Office Team had the opportunity to participate in “I Believe” and "Raving Fans’ activities that were no 

e Nickolay Gusey [ENS Balay Неа Patel less than wild and crazy! The entire Team participated in an event which cannot be compared to anything that has 
22 Years of Service Bill Hayer Sa enc Lloyd Phipps ever been done at American Income! They had the opportunity to confirm their dedication to our vision by signing 
Teens тв. Dorian Oldham Dennis Coder ‘Alex Prikhodko the “Raving Fans Wall” in our downstairs foyer. It was quite a day — lots of excitement and lots of fun too! 
15 Years of Servics cars Д се Georgina Crane Hurjcet Rana Besides Wacos best burgers and hot dogs, lunch time activities included a parade, marshmallow golf, washer toss, and 

1 3 Chris Cunnyngham Richard Refano hula-hooping. After lunch, everyone broke into smaller groups and participated in team building activities. The 
Jeffrey Dinocento Margaret Harrison Joyce Dacklin Tommy Richardson themes for these activities were "I Believe, I Can Soar,” “I Believe, It's Part of Me,” and “I Believe 1 Can Achieve.” 
нЕ Matt Henderson Faye DiGirolamo Steven Salisbury | Everyone then came together downstairs and rocked the whole building with excitement! The message for the 
я. би Alex Roland Casey Dobbins Leutelia Sampson | afternoon reiterated how important the quality of service is to AIL, and our Company goal was to improve. . „plus one, 

lebbie Enstedt РЪТ а Raul Duran ‘Travis Scheidegger We had our very own Regis Fill-in (a.k.a. Keith Schroeder, Worksite Marketing) hosting American Income "Raving 
12 Yeap of Service James Endler Narinder Sidhu Fans Customer Service" version of “Who Wants to be a Millionaire?” and it was a blast! Mr. Happy (a.k.a. Randy 
ERA um Jong Baloun Mina Eskandar Momodou Sonko Massingill, IT) was the fastest finger winner and with the help ofthe “Raving Fans" audience; he was presented with a 

ashi Parekh ondon Burnett James Flores Randolph Souliers “check” for one million “Raving Fans.” A group of employees, lead by our very own American Income Idol, Tonya 
11 Years of Service Angelica Gallardo Cheryl Foti — Nathan Taylor Kennedy, Policy Issue, then performed their own rendition of “The A-I-L Way.” Diana Crosby, SVP of 
Mf c Кел Напа при oe oes пера rc wrapped it all up by conveying to our fans how important each and every individual is to the 

y Alison Kin Chrystal Getz Godley Varghese Tepe 
10 Years of Service Camu Terence Salvatore Giacchi Lynda Williams “Team AIL then broke into their own departments to brainstorm on how they could provide “Plus One Service" with 
Mare Morton Тече Penk Warren Goodwin Matthew Willrode the understanding that “Plus One Service” doesn't have to be something huge. It is simply doing something extra to 

i Jonathan Saluk Max Greenlee turn ordinary service into extraordinary service. 

Wed HERUM по al "This day was made possible by one of the greatest Management Teams AIL has ever had! They came together and 
rp CLE the ball to form committees, to sort out all the details, and devoted a great deal of time and energy to make 

7 Years of Service Ma Toia this a memorable event for everyone, The day was a huge success because of the commitment and dedication of the 
Kevin iaia 2 Years of Service Маа Teck entire AIL Team! You only have to walk through Home Office to know that WE BELIEVE and WE ARE 

Bradley Kineaid Kelly Bittle Rami Kammoun 
Theresa Logue Frederick D'Agostino Matthew Keith 
Ronald VanWoesik Donald Grandy Lien Lenh 
Julie Wells Ronald Marx Robert Levin 

6 Ye fs Malcolm McCall Kathleen Loughran 
Brian Morse Brian Lulloff 

Lance Brown Robert Morton Andrew Manchon 

Sushen Chand Philip Prata Joseph Martins 
Robert Rife Brett Maves 
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| Supervising Agents ши General Agents 

à Woodridge, IL. Li Woodridge, IL 

Jeffersonville, IN 

Harrisburg, PA 

‘Woodridge, IL Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

Edison, NJ 

August Production Month: $102,403 1st Yr. Eric Neal Month: $111,262 Net ALP Eric Neal 

August Production | Month: $43,409 1st Yr. Gino Tanzif Month: $68,050 Net ALP Mary Ann Gaelic 1. Allan Gilbert $53,252 8 | Denise Gilbert Bob Olson 
2. Harvey Waller 34,296 34,296 95 6 Brian Waller Bob Olson 
3. Jose Sanchez 34,096 36,411 754 8 David Wang Bob Olson 
4. Nestor Aramayo 30,970 | 41,860 та | 6 | William Cook Tom Williams 
5. Barrett Clayton 26,965 | 32,772 70.4 5 | Gregory Partee Vie Hancock 

^ А 6. William Burbank | 25,789 | 33,522 | 93 4 | Jim Bianchi Durhon Oldham 
+ Matthew Hogan | $37,046 Fred Hadayia Durhon Oldham 7. Richard Refano 24500 | 31308 та} 6 | Bary Dilah Giglione 

Scott Keeney 35,659 Fred Hadayia Durhon Oldham l. James Worf 24,209 32,662 710 5 Joshua Goodman William Jenni: 

ky Thompson 29,029 Barry Dillah Eric Giglione 9. Salvatore Giacchi | 24175 | 31,989 900 9 | David Hausman sic Giglione 
+ 28,970 Dustin Venekamp | Altig-Orlovic . Kent Thrower 23,206 71.6 | а | Alex Roland Chris La Fond 

23,964 is Hernandez. | Chris La Fond 

YTD Production YTD: $489,120 1st Yr Eric Neal YTD: $864,620 Net ALP 

YTD Production YTD: $266,978 1st Yr Mary Ann Gaelie YTD: $443,893 Net ALP Mary Ann Gaelic 

" 1. Allan Gilbert $220,987 | $326,903 749 | 8 | Denise Gilbert Bob Olson 
| 2. Jose Sanchez. 219,199 | 251,795 754 | в | David Wang Bob Olson 
* 3. Michael Nowak 175,833 | 233,039 731 | 4 | Jim Bianchi Durhon Oldham 

= "m " * 4. Rob Hard 173,697 | 222,650 735 | 4 | Cary Thompson | Vie Hancock 
TAE Olst pem | nam Kevin Appseamy | Rick Alig * 5. Barrett Clayton 147,605 | 175,297 704 | 5 | Grey Parce. Vic Hancock 
2. Scott Keeney 96,768. 193,316 Fred Hadayia Darhon Oldham ' 6. Kent Thrower 136,059 | 187,441 716 | 4 | Alex Roland Chris La Fond 
3. Steven Sequeira 96,136 141,54 Maurice Davies | Steve Friedlander 7. Diane Carrion 133,812 | 190,580 733 9 | David Hausman Eric Giglione 
4. Corey Neff 85,729 173,375 Dustin Raum | Rick Altig 8. James Worf 125,326 | 166,588 710 | 5 | Joshua Goodman | William Jennings 
5. Angelika Vassilieval 82,708 158,191 Shamshinder Sidhu | Rick Alig 9. Alison King 123,015 | 184,379 755 4 | John McCreary Furer-Whittinghill 

10. Horace Johnson 122906 | 171,714 747 | 6 | William Cook Tom Williams 
Supervising Agent selection guidelines for recognition in the Spot are as follows: Mur hor ame First Yea Agent ned amd meet all production requirements 

General Agent selection guidelines for recognition inthe Spotlight are as flows: Must boe two First Yaar Agents coded and meet ай production requirement 
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Celebrating Working Families 

Labor Day - A History Lesson 
ar, on the first Monday in September, many of us plan our Labor Day 

festivities. School is about to start, if it hasn't already, and summer is coming to a 
close, making Labor Day somewhat of a last fling before the fall season. 
For many of us in the labor movement, Labor Day is much more than just a last 
summer fling. For us, Labor Day is a time to honor those who make this 
country what it is, and to honor the hard work which has gotten us to where 
we are today. According to the Department of Labor, “Labor Day is the 
creation of the labor movement and is dedicated to the social and economic 
achievements of American workers.” Knowing this though, we may still be 
a bit hazy as to the history surrounding this important holiday. 

Celebrating Americas Working Families - A History Lesson 

Recent research indicates that the labor movement's first manifestation 
of this day of recognition occurred in 1882. On Tuesday, Sept. 5, 1882, 
in New York City, the first Labor Day holiday was celebrated. The 
Central Labor Union planned to have a picnic and demonstration at 
the proposal of then secretary, Matthew Maguire. Maguire is noted 
as saying, “this will exhibit to the public the strength and esprit de 
corps of trade and labor organizations in our community" From 
that point on, the celebration grew. 
In 1892, the same union members took an unpaid day off and 
marched around Union Square in support of a labor day holiday. 
However, it wasn't until 1894 that President Grover Cleveland 
signed the legislation making Labor Day an official national hi 
Not to mention, President Cleveland only signed this holiday into 
effect as an election-year compromise due to the hostile 
circumstances surrounding the Pullman strike, but thats another 
history lesson altogether. 

| "Today, the labor movement still struggles for workers’ rights and fair 
| legislation concerning the workers of this country. Labor Day is a time 
“to recognize this struggle, celebrating it with the reverence it deserves. 
Samuel Gompers, head of the American Federation of Labor, in 
1898 called it, “the day for which the toilers in past centuries looked 

forward, when their rights and their wrongs would be discussed. . .that the 
ikers of our day may not only lay down their tools of labor for a holiday, but 

upon which they may touch shoulders in marching phalanx and feel the 
‘stronger for it.” 

Mii 
H 
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Celebrating Working Families 

_ Celebratina Working Families 

A Rich Tradition in Labor 
American Income and National Income have a rich tradition with the, 
labor movement which began more than 50 years ago when Berni 
Rapoport founded the Company. We are a company created 3 
from meager beginnings that early on developed a relationship #4 
with labor that allowed an idea to become а reality, With 
just over $25,000 in capital and an overwhelming desire to 
serve the working men and women of our nation, АПА 
founder set out with the mission to offer practical and 
affordable supplemental benefits. Half a century later, 
without the slightest wavering, we are continuing to 
chart that course. 
At American Income and National Income, we are 
proud of our association with the labor movement and 
we are proud of the fact that we are а 100 percent union 
label company. From the products we offer to the local 
ме support, we are committed to labor in both word 
deed. Wherever and whenever there has been a 
opportunity to further the cause of labor, we 
first in line. 

BP 
Wittenbach Agency Gets the Word Out* 

We celebrate Labor Day as the nation prepares to elect a president this fall, But we pause fo bonor the men and women of America wbo built and 
maintain our great nation everyday. 
Too many workers earn minimum wage or less and are without health insurance and a secure retirement. Taxes are reduced for the rich while 
government seems to ignore the poor, the sick, and the young. 
Lam proud to be working with others to build a business that provides good union jobs right bere in America, The fact that the individuals are 
unionized gives them a clear voice in their jobs and security for their future. It also improves the communication between the workers and the 
‘management team, and continues to enbance our productivity. 
That is why I want to extend my congratulations to the American worker and the labor movement, The labor movement is the clear voice for 
fighting for safety, equality, and dignity for American working people. Too many corporations do not care about the environment, the customer, or 
even their workers. Their only concern is to grow, profit, and have power. 
The best hope for America is for workers of all races, religions, and locations to turn out in huge numbers on election day in November. If that 
happens, next years Labor Day will be better and the best will be yet to come. 
Chris Wittenbach let his feelings be known to his community, showing his support for the American working family. To find out more 
about how your voice can be heard in your community, contact Paul Straubel, VP Marketing, at pstraubel@ailife.com, 

* Reprinted form the Arkansas Democrat Gazette 
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Master general Agents 

Harrisburg, PA Rochester, NY 

i Houston, ТХ. 9 | Reno, NV 9 Edison, NJ | 

Month: $190,653 155 Yr. Slav Bitman Month: $250,859 Net ALP Jim Bianchi 

Durhon Oldham 

August Production 

| Ni 

1. Fred Hadayia $131,507 | $157,530 
2. Jim Bianchi 93,377 159,283 75.8 17 Durhon Oldham 
3. А] O'Connor. 91,131 110,272 72.6 18 Steve Greer 
4, Dustin Venekamp 88,894 96,245 70.9 19 Altig-Orlovic 
5. Barry Dillah 70,803 72,717 67.8 17 Eric ione 
6. Jason Mollo 70,598 70,598 703 14 
7. Marcus Smith 69,793 78,515 70.2 16 

8. Doreen Ryan-Foti 65,165 113,205 73.1 17 
9, David Wang 60,560 107,185 76.7 2 

10. Joshua Goodman 57,328 71,737 70.4 15 

YTD Production YTD: $1,705,178 15: Yr. Slav Bitman YTD: $2,168,283 Net ALP Paul Rumbuc 

$776,109 7 $1,094,506 17 Durhon Oldham 
547,118 | 682,403 721 16 Durhon Oldham 
545733 | 891,087 757 10 Durhon Oldham 
517,325 | 517,114 703 14 David Zophin 
491,766 | 546,245 69.8 E David Zophin 

6. Dustin Venekamp 460,554 479,372 70,9 19 Altig-Orlovic y 
7. Joshua Goodman 432518 | 506678 704 15 iam Jennings 
8. Erik Graham 417,868 | 947,110 775 12 David Cohen 
9. Terry Sullivan 402,401 493,352 707 8 Geneser-Geneser 

10. Imran Satti 385710 | 507,925 747 14 Joshua Chalom 

Master General Agent selection guidelines for recognition in the Spasigä ee as follows: Mant Bowe for First Voor Agents саба und mer? al production requirements 
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Bonus Page 

$Show Me the Money$ 
Retention Bonus* 

Qualifier SGA Bonus Amount 
Pablo Pircla Bob Olson $5,608.66 
“Timothy Cruise Bob Olson $5,555.75 
Victor Quimson Jatoft-Foti $5,554.79 
Allan Gilbert Bob Olson $5,247.17 
Anthony Mele Durhon Oldham $4,415.35 
Daniel Potilechio Bob Olson $4,125.06 
Scott Primm Altig-Orlovie $3,825.53 
Lance Brown Steve Hartman $3,623.92 
Matthew Wolfanger Durhon Oldham $3,320.43 
Robert Ulreich Jatoft-Foti $3,242.38 

Total Retention Bonus Paid: $572,725.24 535 Producers Qualified 
Leadership Bonus* 

Qualifier SGA Bonus Amount 
Fred Hadayia Durhon Oldham $12,580.24 
Jim Bianchi Durhon Oldham $8,598.37 
AJ. O'Connor Steve Greer $7,475.92 
Dustin Venekamp Altig-Orlovie 86,732.24 
Barry Dillah Eric Giglione $6,051.40 
David Iri David Cohen $5,728.16 
Steve $5,718.09 
David Hausman ic Giglione $5,663.82 
Doreen Ryan-Foti Jutoft-Foti $5,178.03 
Dorian Oldham Durhon Oldham $5,177.61 

Total Leadership Bonus Paid: $251,216.75 143 Managers Qualified 

PR Bonus* 
Qualifier SGA Bonus Amount 
Mark Gagliardi Jatoft-Foti $1,997.35 
Brenda Swecker Chris La Fond $1,162.32 
Joseph Galusha Durhon Oldham $1,122.27 
Brenda DiSomma Eric Giglione $908.94 
Patti Morgan Nick Nitkowski $824.60 
Becky Cutler В Jennings $789.57 
Susan Gilbert Bob Olson 571652 
AL Wall Joshua Chalom $697.74 
Rona Pileggi Spano Bob Olson $670.56 
William Sauers Tom Williams $664.29 

Total PR Bonus Paid: $23,677.95 46 PR Reps Qualified 

* Only the top ten qualifiers in each bonus category are shown. A full list of bonus qualifiers is provided on 
the inserts accompanying this magazine. 
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Quality of Business 

With our emphasis now focused on quality of business, we need your help to ensure your applicants are receiving the 
appropriate correspondence should an applic 
separated from normal proc 
submitted business or the ones which 
because of a request to cancel or i 
these apps: 

are likely 

ALT-CANCEL 

ation be “pulled.” 
ing. In other words, these applications are the ones which are cancelled prior to loading 

to be declined. Therefore, whether an application is being “pulled” 
“pulled” during your verification process, you now have three options to handle 

By “pulled” we are talking about applications being 

‘This command is used when an application is cancelled by the applicant before it is sent to the Home Office. This 
allows the Home Office to cancel the application without affecting the Producer. The only time you should use 
ALT-CANCEL is when the 

PI 
applications and transmittals. 

istomer requests an application to be cancel 
command, You should write ALT-CANCEL across the top of the app! 
the transmittal. "The applicant will receive a lette 

se note, ALT-CANCEL replaces the old ALT 

ALT-VE 

— this is the only acceptable use for this 
ation and put a "C" in the last column on 

dicating the application has been cancelled a heir request. 
XPL on XPL process, Please discontinue writing ALI 

IFY "This command is use for applications you have cal 
verify, and during that verification you realize the 
should not be submitted. These applications must be sent to 
the Hon 
the event of an inquiry, complaint, or chim. Th 

с Office so there is a record of the application in 

applications should never be destroyed or returned to the 
applicant, Simply write ALT-VERIFY across the top of the 
application and put a "V" in the last column on the 
transmittal, Also, please attach a completed phone 
verification form so we have a record of why the application 
is not being submitted. The letter sent to the applicant will 
notify them of the verification process, and will make them 
aware we are unable to issue coverage and the reasons for 
that decision, 

ALT-DECLINE This is used for applications which were taken, but you now 
realize the applicant is uninsurable, ALT-DE 
the Home Office to process the application without affecting 
the Producer. You should write ALT-DECLINE across the 
top of the application and put a "D" in the last column on 
the transmittal. The letter sent to the applicant will provide 
information regarding the circumstances of not being able to 
issue a policy. 

It is very important that every application be marked. If one application is marked 
and the others are not, we will submit those that are not marked. Submitting these 
kinds of policies will unt against your Retention. Help us help you by properly 
marking the applications to ensure your Retention is not negatively impacted and to 

Producer Hint e-mail blasts at an A 

According to a recent Sales Management Report, A five percent 
increase in customer retention can create a 75 percent increase in that 
customers net value to your [business]." This is a powerful statement 
which evokes the question, “Are you building your future and your 
business with quality and service? 
More often than not, Producers overlook quality in building and 
managing their businesses, Quality, however, is what makes for more 
satisfied customers and higher renewals. With this in mind, we have 
decided to give you some helpful information on the importance of 
business quality 

iness quality is supported by a well-laid groundwork. Ву 
indwork we mean, utilizing your time wisely. Setting 

appointments and giving yourself plenty of time with each customer 
allows you to initialize quality from the moment you walk through а 
customer's door. Don't rush your customers because you have failed 
to plan your schedule accordingly. This is an important decision 
which may take your prospects some time to process and think out, 

After you have laid the groundwork, it is important that you prepare 
your presentation beforehand. Doing your research and having all 
the tools. at your disposal will go a long way in creating 

nts mind, For example, according to 
lustry publication, 38 percent of customers Independent Agent, a 

look at an insurer's financial strength when considering a life 
insurance purchase. As a Producer, knowing this information allows 
you the opportunity to prepare for this by bringing up American 
Income and National Incomes ratings during your sales presentation, 

case you weren't aware of our rating, we are rated Ay 
A.M. Best Company, its second highest rating, for 

financial strength (as of 7/04). 
‘Once you have laid the groundwork and prepared your presentation, 
there are just a few more simple things to keep in mind when it 
comes to submitting quality and creating customer loyalty": 

Quality of Business 000 

First, always emphasize a win-win attitude, Pur 
yourself in your customers shoes. When you can visualize 
what you would want if you were the customer, fitting a 
prospect's need becomes clearer, 

Second, select your customers carefully. Building 
long-lasting relationships is what insurance is all about, 
‘This is why it is just as important for you to choose your 
customers as they have chosen you, ‘There is nothing 
wrong with telling prospects that you are serious about 
building a relationship, When they know you're serious, 
they will be more willing to keep you as their partner, 

Simplify everything. We have all heard the saying, 
“Keep it simple, stupid.” Some laugh at the notion, but 
there is much truth in that statement, The easier you 
make things for you and your customers, the more 
effective it becomes. Therefore, it may be worth your 
time to streamline your sales and service procedures, 

Finally, communicate clearly. Be up front and 
honest with your customers. Customers want all the facts 
when making a decision = the good, the bad, and the 

By being straightforward from the start, you are 
only getting that much closer to establishing a loyal 
customer 

“Forty-one percent of consumers 18 to 65 and older said they prefer 
one service provider when it comes to life insurance,” states 
Advertising Age. What this means is, that if all the building blocks 
are present at the point of sale, many customers will be inclined to 
retain their relationship with that particular service provider, How 
about that for building quality? 
* Informacion taken from the Saler Management Дани. 

Your Business Foundation 
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_ State general Agents State general Agents 

Chris La Fond 

YEAR TO DATE PRODUCTION ‚ CATEGORY IV AUGUST PRODUCTION YEAR TO DATE PRODUCTION 
вит. Uy. of 151 YI it) ^ % Metal? MG Rm | Agoni Standard Aij: stari FA NA Nempe ne pm | JSE Standard P Not ALP 

AUGUST PRODUCTION YEAR TO DATE PRODUCTION CATEGORY VI AUGUST PRODUCTION YEAR TO DATE PRODUCTION 

Moom Standard ДЕ stora, NOMP NG Mi | NEUE TL Agen Standard Ap: sim, Notae не mn 8 Standard QU MOL Not ALP 
709 3416276 — $70880 15 186  $1331606 

Jim Surace 

CATEGORY 111 AUGUST PRODUCTION YEAR TO DATE PRODUCTION 

DEL cS 4 МЕ ME ви. | ДВЕ Standard 015. siaa Net ALP 
$1520 т 5196006 735 | 5800000 $575520 TE 3116301. 

SIS) 78240 60 150 183554 198 | 161369 601920 60 186 1543098 
9239 79200 25 108 120280 ne) msm 801920 25 МӘ 9604? 
nos аввао w 104280 лоз) am 549.20 T твлв 
3871 5200 TB — 104831 518 | 609561 601920 101 

* Note: The Quality Adjustment is based on a five percent increase of the Percent of Standard for each point an SGA is over the Companys 
average Retention rate given the SGA is also at 100 percent or better for YTD Percent of Standard. In addition, for an SGA to be 
considered as meeting minimum standard, the SGA must also be at 100 percent of First Year Standard including positive growth in Net 

* Note: The Quality Adjustment is based on a five percent increase of the Percent of Standard for each point an SGA is over the Company's 
average Retention rate given the SGA is also at 100 percent or better for Y TD Percent of Standard. In addition, for an SGA to be 
considered as meeting minimum standard, the SGA must also be at 100 percent of First Year Standard including positive growth in Net 

ALP compared to the previous year ALP compared to the previous year. 
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• Gave $5,000 to the A. Philip Randolph 1 * Contributed $1,000 to the Teamsters Joint Council. 
+ Donated $4,500 to the LCLAA. T + Contributed $150 to Obama for Illinoi 
+ Donated $5,000 to the IUPA/Delegation Reception. ‘© Donated $400 to the Chicago Federation of Labor. 
• Gave $2,500 to the Lupus Foundation. е Gave $100 to the Indiana Central Labor Council. 
• Gave $2,500 to the Hadassah Medical Os tion. * Contributed $100 to Teamsters 364. 
* Donated $2,500 to the Animal Protective tion. + Donated $750 to the Illinois AFL-CIO. 
© Contributed $5,000 to the UFW 17th Annual + Contributed $400 to the Maritime Trades golf outing. 

Constitutional Convention, с А. 
* Gave $1,000 to the AFL-CIO golf tournament. 

Rick Altig Agency Шри United Labor Agency: 
+ Donated $1,650 to the Point Council No. 36, ORTE 
o Gave 520010 the South Dakota SEU. + Donated $100 to IBT 52, 
æ Gave $300 to Seattle Hospitality Services. + Gave $200 to grin County Labar Festival. 

+ Donated $450 to the Manitoba Building Trades. 
+ Donated $150 to the American Diabetes Association. 
+ Gave $100 to APWU 342. mm су 
+ Contributed $150 to USWA 7150, "== to the Atlanta Labor Council. 
+ Gave $145 to a Motorcycle Poker fundraiser ta Federation of Teachers. 
‘© Donated $1,300 to IAM 751. 
‘© Gave $250 to the Teamsters 320. 
* Gave $500 to the Firefighters’ Association. 
© Contributed $200 to the Victoria Labour Council 
+ Donated $250 to Kingston District Labour 
© Gave $100 to the Pembroke District Labour Council 
е Contributed $180 to CHEO Telethon, 

‘© Donated 8300 to AWPPW 5. 

20 

Bob Olson Agency 
Gave $25,000 to the Campaign for + Donated $200 to the Amputees in Motion. 
Contributed $5,000 to the Women! ‘© Gave $100 to the Chicago Building Trades. 
Education Institute, t ‘© Gave $1,000 to the NCILC charity golf outing. 

Public Relations News 

FROM THE DESK OF: 
Paul Straubel 

Vice President 
Marketing 

Going for Gold — Now is the Time* 
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to 
compete in the Olympics — to be in the spotlight of a 
world stage, competing against the best athletes in the 
world? Taking the accumulation of a lifetime of 
training, skill, desire, and anticipation and, for a few 
brief moments, go all out pushing yourself to the 
limits of endurance to achieve the ultimate recognition 

a coveted gold medal. 

For two weeks, the eyes of the world were on Athens, 
Greece and the 28th Olympiad. The stories of 
hardship and sacrifice were not in short demand; all in 
the relentless pursuit of perfection to achieve Olympic 
and athletic greatness. It is stories like these that 
inspire and motivate us, and help us recognize the 
greatness which lies within us all. 

We are at a crucial time in our production year, a time 
when the relentless pursuit of success must kick in and 
take over. It is a time when we must band together — 
as a team — and seek to clear the bar of achievement 
in our commitment to results. We have the strongest, 
most committed relationships with the leaders of the 
labor movement we have ever had in our Company 
history. We have a hungry team of Producers who are 
willing and ready to serve the members as they 
respond, But most importantly, we have you! 

You are the key to achieving success, the satisfaction 
which goes along with it and, most importantly, 
demonstrating that our collective goals are not out 
of reach. 

There arc a number of tools — new and renewed — 
available to assist you as you continue building 
relationships with labor and credit union leaders. 

First, we have а well-developed selection of PR 
brochures for the union and credit union marketplace, 
‘The newest addition is a Spanish version of the AC-2, 
“Why is American Income Life Different?” (form 
number AC-2 5). With the explosive growth of the 
Hispanic marketplace, it is now more important than 
ever to have materials appropriate for that market. 
Along with the AC-2 5, the AIL Partners Plan 
brochure (AG-2361 5) is also available in Spanish 
as well, 

Please note, whenever we publish an update of our 
brochures and marketing materials, a revision date is 
given after the form number. For example, the Labor 
Advisory Board Page, AC-11 (R8-04) was updated in 
August 2004. It is important to keep up-to-date 
materials in your presentations. For an updated list of 
marketing form numbers along with the most recent 
revision dates, log on to the Agency Resource Center, 
‘Take a few minutes to compare your supplies to this 
list and get the most current materials available. You 
can ask your Manager or SGA for updated supplies. 

Finally, our relationship with labor has never been 
stronger which brings me to the second tool. We 
have assembled a video which highlights this 
relationship in the words of Richard Trumka, 
Secretary-Treasurer of the AFL-CIO, This powerful 
video clearly expresses our tie with labor and the 
sentiment of our working relationship. You can order 
this video, Partnership with Labor SGA Meeting. 
2003 (AV-59), through CAS. 

We are heading into the home stretch, Take 
advantage of all the tools available to you and lets 
demonstrate our true ability to achieve greatness! 

* Reprinted from the September Front Line 
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PR Representatives 

PR Manager 

= Debbie Enstede 
Winnipeg, MB 

Vivian Dwyer Rona Pileggi Spano 
Glen Allen, VA Woodridge, IL. 

Category B: 

Brenda Swecker Mario Soljan 
Canonsburg, PA Auckland, NZ 

Erin McKee Richard Case 
Columbia, SC N. Royalton, OH 

22 Potlight ptember 2004 WA Come Tagan 

PR Representatives 

YTD Production August Production 
PR Manager Ко. Cards SGA 

1. Debbie Enstede 14,402 | Rick Altig *1. Debbie Enstede 122300 | Rick Altig 
2. Charles Hill 6,701 | Jatoft-Foti 72. Brenda DiSomma | 43,262 | Eric Giglione 
3. Brenda DiSomma 3,282 | Bric Giglione 3. Charles Hill 35,264 | Jatoft-Fori 

ard Production Record 

Month: 18,960 cards Gi YTD: 61,879 cards Bow 

Category A No, Cards SGA 
1. Vivian Dwyer Ali Hay & Shabrak "1. Brenda DiSomma | 19,891 | Eric Giglione 
2. Rona Pileggi Spano | 3,504 | Bob Olson 72, Frances Christie 19,748 | Rick Alig 
3. AL Wall 3,155 | Joshua Chalom 3. Mark Gagliardi 17,038 | Jatoft-Foti 
4. Frances Christie 2216 | Rick Attig 4. Richard Meshulam | 16,985 | David Cohen 
5. Charles Hill 2,180 5. Leo VanDenBussche| 16,226 | Rick Ан 

Category B No. Cards SGA Category B No. Cards SGA 
1. Brenda Swecker 2,107 | Chris La *1, Malka Arony 16,830 | Steve Hartman 
2. Mario Soljan 1,774 | Steve Frieldander *2. Brenda Swecker 15,129 | Chris La Fond. 
5. Sandra Johnson. 1,340 | Gary Bleier 3. Mario Soljan 12,718 | Steve Friedlander 
3. Laurie Onasch 1,159 | Manone & Altig 4. Laurie Onasch 10,791 | Manone & Altig 
4. Irene Ruryez 1,054 | Jim Surace 5. Lou Nell Busby 7,955 | Vic Hancock 

All Time PR Group Production Record 
Month: 55 groups Vivian Dwyer 

All Time PR Group Production Record 
YTD: 103 groups Vivian Dwyer 

1. Erin McKee. 15 Rusty Jewell *1. Cheryl Cook Durhon Oldham 
2. Richard Case 14 | Jim Surace 72. Krissa Hensley 60 Marc Morton. 
3. Renee Flannery 13 | Jim Surace 3. William Slocum 59 | Jim Surace 
4. Susan Fuldauer 12 Mark Hancock 4. Richard Case 56 | Jim Surace 
5. Billy Sauers 9 | Tom Williams 5. Billy Sauers 50 | Tom Williams 

Category A = SGA categories one and mo. Category В = SGA categories thre, four, five and six. Category C = Top number of group credits signed from all 
SGA categories. Public Relations Manager selection guidelines for recognition in the Sporgh arc a follows: Must Arue o PR Representatives coded and met all 
production requirement. Al, please note, the number of lade wil be used to break а tie in Category C. 
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Public Relations Bonus 

Quali 

Dailey 
William Gil 

Total, 

fiers 

$1,997.35 
$1,162.32 
$1,122.27 
$908.94 
$824.60 
$789.57 
$716.52 
$697.74 
$670.56 
$664.29 
$661.55 
$651.48 
$632.58 
$586.74 
$582.95 
$563.65 
$523.72 
$511.06 
$510.07 
$501.67 
$486.10 
$484.99 
$47432 
$467.38 
$455.08 
$449.13 
$388.70 
3370.55 
$370.30 
$363.80 
$334.60 
$309.66 
$308.70 
$305.10 
$301.85 
$2 
$2 
$258.47 
$254.79 
$248.04 
$230.04 
$218.34 
$217.67 
$205.56 
$183.20 
$181.76 

23,677.95 
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JANUARY 
FEBRUARY 
MARCH 

APRIL 
MAY 
JUNE 
JULY 

AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVEMBER 
DECEMBER 



Fred Hadayia 
$12,580.24 

Jim Bianchi 
$8,598.37 

Alfred O'Connor. 
37475.92 
Dustin Venckamp 
$6,732.24 
Barry Dillah 
$6,051.40 
David Iriye 
$5,728.16 

Steve Foti 
$5,718.09 
David Hausman 
$5,663.82 
Doreen Куза Бой 
35,178.03 
Dorian Oldham 
$5,177.61 
Marcus Smith 
$5,115.59 
Lawrence Hauck. 
$5,061.55 
John McCreary 
$4,767.61 
Denise Gilbert 
3444143 
Dustin Baxter 
$4,359.04 
Jason Mollo 
$4,352.24 
Andrew Fike 
$4,295.37 
Bill Cook 
$4,269.63 
Greg Partee 
$5,993.87 
Kobie Samuels 
$3,962.74 
Kevin Surles 
$3,878.59 
Steve Jakubczak 
53,877.29 
Alex Roland 
$3,674.50 
Imran Satti 
53,585.93 
Chris Hernandez. 
$3,546.09 
Dustin Razum 
$3,502.01 
Joshua Goodman 
$3,358.16 
Jason Schlomann 
$3,318.72 

Leadership Bonus 

Patrick Duray 
3327247 

Jeff Ribman 
$3,254.08 
Jeff Chorchficld 
3325174 
Kevin Appasamy 
8319379 
David Wang 
$3,097.59 
Matthew Wolfanger 
$3,075.46 

Jean-Francois Vezina 
$2,945.02 
Patrick Fowler 
$2,942.54 
Susan Bergh 
$2,942.44 
Nadia King 
5284129 
Curt Snow 
$2,842.09 
Brian Waller 
$2,734.16 
Marlon Underwood 
$2,508.70 
Mark Bleier 
$2,373.38 
Chris Rose 
$2,348.86 
Chad Deley 
3230830 
Alan Conquest 
3220954 
Theodore Pappas 
5203922 
Tim Schroeder 
$1,990.71 
Robert Russo 
$1,962.38 
Calin Baban 
$1,958.38 
Mare Rosen 
$1,952.65 
Tomas Thundiyil 
$1,806.87 
Jason Dickson 
5176820 
Chad Roches 
$1,687.30 
Cristina Simao 
$1,682.63 
Vance Rountree 
5165327 
Vernelle Unrau 
$1,588.33 

August Bonus Qualifiers 
John McGrath 
$1,587.74 
Stephen Poye 
5157835 
Glen Thompson 
$1,504.03 

Peter Athas 
$1,496.68 
Mitchell Duplantis 
$1,421.66 
Matthew Hogan 
51,369.06 
Scott Keeney 
$1,298.40 
Ricky Thompson 
$1,023.24 
Karl Schuckert 
$975.51 
Alan Gilbert 
$914.01 
Harvey Waller 
$911.36 
Mark Gorman 
$866.33 
Kathleen Loughran 
$836.93 
Tracy Haden 
5751.89 
Frank Sommers 
$742.03 
William Burbank 
$734.66 
James Larkin 
3596.94 
Ed Olfert 
$580.90 
Thomas Whitcomb 
557419 
Timothy Clark. 
557387 
Michael Walsh 
$570.99 > 
Kent Thrower 
$569.98 
Randolph Souliers 
$562.37 
Michael Zieja 
$560.87 
Derrick Bates 
$551.50 
Anthony Walthour 
5514.18 
Rodney Ward 
$501.58 
Salvatore Giacchi 
$496.64 

Total $251,216.75 

Nicholas Soboleski 
$47432 
Horace Johnson 
$464.87 
Bradley Kulak 
$461.20 

Jason Anderson 
$453.60 
Susanne Munro 
$440.27 
David Farraway 
$424.22 
Richard Refano 
542278 
Diane Carrion. 
341651 
Mencluo Perakis 
340072 
Corey Neff 
3397.57 
James Beck 
339570 
Wes Elder 
$394.84 
George Noujaim 
3381.24 
Paulo Rosa 
5380.06 
Howard Wilson 
$332.66 
Jason Mayer 
$331.74 
Chris Krahn 
$315.01 
Jedidiah Sco 
$313.22 
Pamela Drury 
5306.91 
Eric Вай 
5305.24 
Brian Colbeck 
$305.12 
Jeffrey Houck 
$303.80 
Robert Boyer 
$293.28 
Wole Ajala 
3288.40 
Michael Kowarch 
4272.52 
Ronald Trombetta 
$268.21 
Concelor Davis 
$268.21 
Richard Milles 
526489 
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$253.27 
Phillip LaCross 
$247.69 

Victor Quimson 
324630 
Mary Ann Gaclic 
$245.10 
Benjamin Foti 
524236 
‘Armen Injighulyan 
9241.24 
Momodou Sonko 
5240,58. 

James Worf 
$239.95 
Ernest Wilmoth 
$239.77 
Michael Nowak 
$239.67 
Pablo Pirela 
$238.51 
Lazarus Echeta. 
3237.93 
Adam Herman 
3236.13 
Jason Lassic 
$235.73 
Tim Gray 
32477 
Barrett Clayton. 
5231.58 
Patrick Jakelski 
$229.36 
Herivel Pereira 
5228.40 
Philip Anderson 
$225.44 
Danielle Holmes 
221.08 
Alfred Brenner 
$214.70 
Alison King 
219013 
Latonya Tucker 
51426 
Kevin Leonard 
399.80 
Melissa Jansen 
37726 
Nestor Aramayo 
$22.22 
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